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BACKGROUND
The Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) provided for public comment on the
proposed permit to construct (PTC) and the draft Tier I operating permit (Tier I) to Bennett
Lumber Products, Inc. (BLP) from June 8 through July 8, 2022, in accordance with IDAPA
58.01.01.209.05.b. During this period, comments were submitted in response to DEQ’s
proposed action. Each applicable comment and DEQ’s response is provided in the following
section.

PUBLIC COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
Public comments regarding the technical and regulatory analyses and the air quality aspects of
the proposed PTC and draft Tier I are summarized below. Questions, comments, and/or
suggestions received during the comment period that did not relate to the air quality aspects of
the permit applications, the Department’s technical analyses, or the proposed PTC and draft
Tier I are not addressed. For reference purposes, a copy of the Rules for the Control of Air
Pollution in Idaho can be found at:
http://adminrules.idaho.gov/rules/current/58/0101.pdf.
Comment 1:

Permit Condition 4.6 in the PTC and Permit Condition 5.6 in the Tier I
BLP is comfortable with preparing a kiln O&M plan, asks if IDEQ has a template or example
for developing/structuring such a plan. We request 30 days for notification of changes rather
than the proposed 15 days, to give us a chance to organize updates and not have to worry about
unavailability of affected staff during a short time frame.

Response 1:

BLP may check with DEQ regional offices to see if any template or example is available as
DEQ regional offices handle the compliance aspect of the permit.
“Kiln O&M Manual” is changed to “Kiln Monitoring Manual” as the content of the
manual in the permit is mainly related to monitoring of the kiln entering air temperature.
“…manual for review and comment” is changed to “…manual for review and approval”
“Any changes to the O&M manual shall be submitted to DEQ for review and comment
within 15 days of the change. 15 days” is changed to “ Any changes to the Kiln Monitoring
Manual shall be submitted to DEQ for review and approval 30 days prior to the proposed
changes”.

Comment 2:

PTC Statement of Basis
Under Permit Conditions Review, the paragraph mentioning FHISOR ratio for boiler Fuel Heat
Input to Steam Output Ratio retains some text and abbreviations as FISOR missing the term
“Heat”

Response 2:

The correction is made to the related paragraph under Permit Conditions Review, New
Permit Condition 2.2.

Comment 3:

Use and Conditions of an O&M Manual:
ICL is concerned with IDEQ’s reliance on an unreviewed and unapproved O&M Manual for
ensuring compliance with draft PTC permit conditions 2.2, 4.2 and 4.9 (Kiln HAP and VOC
emissions). Ultimate compliance with these conditions heavily relies on facility collected data.
Details on how this data will be collected and ensure that it will be collected appropriately in
turn relies on unspecified procedures within a future O&M Manual. In other recent IDEQ air
permitting activity, the EPA has voiced similar concerns with the use of O&M Manuals in this
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way. In reference to PTC emissions limit conditions that rely on O&M procedures and details
for Perpetua Resources Idaho, Inc.’s draft PTC P-2019.0047 (version 3), the EPA commented:
If the O&M Manual is used to provide the monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting
(MRR) requirements for the applicable PTE limitations then the O&M Manual would
need to be reviewed and approved by IDEQ, available for review during the public
comment period and must be enforceable at all times upon issuance of the permit. Also,
any changes to the O&M Manual that would make the approved MRR requirements less
stringent would be subject to the same IDEQ and public review approval process and
need to be enforceable at all times upon issuance of the revised permit” (McFadden
2022).
ICL has noted that draft PTC permit condition 4.6 contains specific requirements for the O&M
Manual. However, these requirements alone do not ensure a fully developed O&M actually
achieve what is required nor do they provide adequate public comment. ICL requests that a fully
developed O&M Manual be submitted by the permittee before PTC issuance and be included as
an appendix with the draft PTC and open to public comment.
Response 3:

Permit Conditions 4.6 to 4.9 are DEQ’s Boilerplate permit conditions for lumber drying
kiln monitoring. Permit Condition 4.6 was incorrectly titled as O&M manual while it is
mainly related to monitoring the kiln entering air temperature. Therefore, “Kiln O&M
Manual” is changed to “Kiln Monitoring Manual”. Permit Conditions 4.7 to 4.9 have
specified the kiln monitoring requirements. The monitoring manual in Permit Condition
4.6 is more of additional layer to ensure data quality; it is kind of like QC/QA used in the
federal regulations.
From regulatory point of view, the monitoring manual is for the goal of keeping the
facility-wide VOC emissions below 250 T/yr so that the BLP can continue being a PSD
minor source. Currently, the facility-wide VOC potential to emit (PTE) is 231.9 T/yr.
There is enough safety margin from reaching 250 T/yr. Take a step back, even if the VOC
emissions exceed 250 T/yr, for this permitting action, there is no regulatory consequence,
such as change operations because no physical changes have been proposed to the facility
for this permitting action.
Based on what explained in the above two paragraphs, the concerns to Perpetua’s O&M
manual do not apply to BLP’s monitoring manual.
While DEQ staff believe that Permit Conditions 4.6 to 4.9 are adequate to ensure
compliance with the annual VOC emissions limit for the drying kiln, a change is made in
Permit Condition 4.6 to address the concerns on “unapproved” manual: “… manual for
review and comment” is changed to “…manual for review and approval.”

Comment 4:

Kiln VOC Emissions Estimates
Currently, the permittee has based Kiln VOC emissions off the drying of Ponderosa Pine at 220
degrees Fahrenheit. Within Appendix A for the draft Statement of Basis (SOB) it is stated,
“Max (kiln) enter air temperatures are driven by the physical characteristics (sic) of each
species, including grain density, sap content and texture, and potential for warping or
discoloration that would affect lumber grade and marketability.” However, it does not appear
that other permitting documents further describe the basis for using that specific value of 220
degrees.
It should be noted that a modest increase in actual kiln temperatures would not be trivial. Based
off the equations within Table 4.3 of the draft PTC and Appendix A of the SOB, an increase of
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only 14 degrees (from 220 to 234 degrees Fahrenheit) of the temperature input variable into
applicable equations would result in facility-wide VOC emissions to be above 250 tons per year
and call into question the PSD status of the facility. Were sources other than the above quoted
statement (such as recorded past kiln temperature data), taken into consideration by IDEQ when
accepting the use of 220 degrees as the temperature input value for calculation of Kiln VOC
emissions? If so, ICL requests the draft SOB be updated to include this information and
supporting discussion. If not, ICL requests that the permittee provides additional
support/evidence to justify the use of 220 degrees as a temperature input.
Response 4:

DEQ had the same question regarding the possibility of facility-wide VOC emissions
exceeding 250 ton per year. For each wood species, BLP listed the maximum enter air
temperature and the realistic annual throughput in their emissions inventory spreadsheet
and estimated the maximum VOC emissions from the drying kilns as 205.1 T/yr. However,
many factors could affect this value. To address that, the permit has established 205.1 T/yr
as a kiln VOC emissions limit so that the facility-wide VOC PTE will be 231.9 T/yr, less
than 250 T/yr to keep BLP as a minor PSD source. In addition, Permit Condition 4.9 has
imposed kiln VOC emissions tracking requirement. VOC emissions from the drying kilns
are required to be calculated every month based on real operating data, such as wood
species, drying time, and enter air temperature, and annual kiln VOC emissions are
calculated every month by summing each monthly VOC emissions over the previous
consecutive 12-month period. The annual kiln VOC emissions are not allowed to exceed
the kiln VOC emissions limit of 205.1 T/yr.
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